PEPP DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

The MSPE Professional Engineers in Private Practice (MSPE-PEPP) presents the PEPP Distinguished Service Award to an engineer who has made an outstanding contribution to the advancement or recognition of the role of private practice in serving the public interest.

**Award:** The award consists of an engraved plaque mounted on walnut.

**Qualifications/Method of Selection:** Any MSPE member, except current officers of MSPE/PEPP or members of the PEPP Awards Committee, is eligible. Nominations for the Award may be made by an individual member of PEPP, the PEPP Board or any MSPE Chapter. Major consideration is given to the manner and extent that the private practice of engineering in Missouri has benefited as a result of the nominee’s influence and contributions. Members of the PEPP Awards Committee select the recipient with the concurrence of the majority of the members of the PEPP Board. It is not required that an award be made annually but, instead, that awards be made not more than once a year.

**Presentation:** The award is presented at the MSPE Annual Convention.

**Nomination Format:** Must be submitted on the prescribed form. Two black and white photos (preferably 5X7) must be attached.

MSPE’s PEPP Distinguished Service Award winner will be nominated for either the NSPE PEPP Award or the NSPE PEPP Merit Award depending upon their qualifications.

The NSPE PEPP Award focuses on an engineer that has made an outstanding contribution to the advancement or recognition of the role of private practice in serving the public interest. Major consideration is given to the manner and extent that the private practice of engineering in the United States has benefited as a result of the nominee’s influence and contributions. The PEPP Merit award is given to recognize the nominee’s contributions on committees, liaison functions, joint activities or endeavors at the state or local level.

**Deadline:** All nominations must be received by the PEPP Awards Committee at the address below, no later than March 31.

Email Award Nomination Material To: info@mspe.org
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS IN PRIVATE PRACTICE

Date: ____________________________

The name of the following individual is herewith submitted to the MSPE/NSPE PEPP Awards Committee for consideration for the:

___ PEPP Award    ___ Merit Award

NOMINEE:

Name: ____________________________

(last)    (first)    (middle)

Employment Affiliation:

Firm: ___________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________

........................................................................

Position: ___________________________________________

PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL SOCIETY AFFILIATIONS:
(List offices held, recognitions.)

........................................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND:
(List degrees, institutions and years of graduation.)

........................................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................
PROFESSIONAL CONTRIBUTION: (Describe in concise terms the manner in which the Nominee has favorably influenced the practice of consulting professional engineers in Missouri (for MSPE’s Award) in the United States (for NSPE’s Awards). Cite projects and activities of involvement. (Either as initiator and/or supporter.)

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS: (Community, Civil, Education, Church, etc.)

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__ Biography Enclosed
__ Resume Enclosed

NOTE: Attach such additional background information as may be deemed appropriate to best present the qualifications of the Nominee. Please attach a black and white photograph with the nomination.

Respectfully submitted,

__________________________________________
(Name of Nominator)

__________________________________________
(Address and Phone Number of Nominator)